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Fort Collins, Colorado, USA (16 December 2021) – Lawyers
Associated Worldwide (LAW) has appointed Clive Hendricks of
Marais Müller Hendricks Incorporated, located in Cape Town, South
Africa, to the position of Regional Representative in the Europe,
Africa, and Middle East (EAME) Region to fill a vacancy created by
Jennifer Young’s election to Secretary of the network last month.
Mr. Hendricks will join two other EAME Regional Representatives,
German lawyer Andreas von Criegern of Esche Schümann
Commichau in Hamburg and British lawyer Anthony Hunt of
Howard Kennedy LLP in London to round out this EAME team. The
term of appointment of Mr. Hendricks will run through the 2022
AGM at which time he will be eligible to be elected for a full term.
LAW is a global association of 100 independent law firms located
in over 50 countries. With access to 4,500 lawyers worldwide,
membership in LAW allows member firms to service the legal
needs of clients that are expanding their operations and
relationships into new domestic and foreign markets.
Mr. Hendricks is named partner and chairperson of Marais Müller
Hendricks Incorporated. He has nearly 20 years of litigation
experience in the High Court, Labour Court, Labour Appeal Court,
Supreme Court of Appeal, and Constitutional Court. His work with
LAW member firms in Greece, Germany, Australia, and China has
included contracts, trademarks, employment law, technology,
media, and telecommunications assignments. Over time he earned
a reputation of high regard for his skills as a legal practitioner with
a strong work ethic.
Mr. Hendricks is a member of the International Association of
Restructuring, Insolvency & Bankruptcy Professionals and served
as an Acting Judge of the Western Cape High Court, South Africa.
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“We are very pleased that Clive Hendricks has accepted the
appointment to serve as an EAME Regional Representative of
LAW. It is a pleasure to work with such a greatly motivated group
of lawyers on the Executive Committee to accomplish our goals
moving forward after having accomplished much in the last few
years. Adding Clive to this great team will allow us to make more
great strides over the next few years.”
– Marc Grúninger, Chair
Lawyers Associated Worldwide is an association of 100 independent law firms
located in over 50 countries. Membership in LAW allows member firms to
service the legal needs of clients who are expanding their operations and
relationships into new domestic and foreign markets because of the increasing
globalization of the business world. LAW’s practice group areas worldwide cover
corporate (including business formation and dissolutions, partnership and
shareholder issues, board of director issues), mergers & acquisitions,
commercial transactions, banking/financial services, taxation, and real estate,
along with a number of others, such as dispute resolution, intellectual property,
labour & employment, environmental, estate & private wealth, and white-collar
crime, as well as special interest groups such as marketing/business
development and management forums.
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